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Global Mobility Service Inc. (Headquarters: Minato-ku, Tokyo; President/CEO: Tokushi Nakashima; 

hereinafter referred to as "GMS") is proud to announce that the company has received the most 

outstanding award “Nikkei Award” at the “FIN/SUM2022 Impact Pitch”.  The event that was organized 

by Nihon Keizai Shimbun (Nikkei Newspaper) and the Financial Services Agency for startups that 

contribute to solve social issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As difficult challenges such as climate change and widening inequality hit the world, the role of 

finance is drawing attention to solve these issues. Fintech has the potential to bring about innovation 

in various situations and open up a new era. In which, FIN/SUM2022 was held to create a 

revolutionary change in the economy by having two-way players in both “business” and “society” show 

its capabilities on how to solve these challenges.  

 

Impact Pitch was organized for the strong and influential FinTech startups to focus on the following 

questions: “What social issues are we trying to solve?”, and “What will we do if we raised 20 billion 

yen?” A new kind of pitch that has never existed before. GMS was recognized and has been awarded 

with the “Nikkei Prize” for its social significance attributable to its global growth and promotion of 

financial inclusivity. 

 

As a global startup specializing in financially inclusive FinTech from Japan, GMS works towards 
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building a fairer world that values workers equally. Through our philosophy “We make people happy 

through the provision of mobility service,” we create economic rationality while solving social issues 

including poverty, which is recognized as the most important issue among the SDGs. We will promote 

a truly “sustainable” business model and contribute to local societies through our activities in Japan 

and ASEAN countries. For more information about our business, please see this video 

(https://youtu.be/s3phX7twqaA). 

 

Please look forward to the future efforts of GMS. 

 

 

 

 
*Content of this press release, matters related to capital, services, contact information, and other information is based on information 

at the time of the press release. Changes may be made without notice. 

 

■About Global Mobility Service Inc. 

With our vision "Build a fairer world that values workers equally", GMS is a FinTech startup 

working for financial inclusion by creating credit for the 1.7 billion poor and low-income people in the 

world. By analyzing vehicle data (driving status, speed, etc.) collected by the MCCS, an IoT device 

equipped with technology to remotely control vehicles, and financial data (payment status, etc.) 

obtained in conjunction with financial institutions, we visualize the creditworthiness of drivers and 

create opportunities to utilize financial services such as loans and leases for those who are unable to 

qualify for conventional credit screening. 

As of October 2020, we have raised a cumulative total of 5.6 billion yen in recognition of our 

business model of addressing social issues by creating job opportunities for poor and low-income 

people in Japan and in ASEAN countries (Philippines, Cambodia, and Indonesia). We will continue 

to contribute to the international community towards the realization of a prosperous society through a 

business model that creates economic rationality in solving problems such as poverty. 

Company Name Global Mobility Service Inc. 

Representative Tokushi Nakashima (President/CEO) 

Head Office 
4F Sumitomo Shiba Daimon Bldg.Ⅱ, 1-12-16 Shibadaimon, Minato-ku, 

Tokyo, 105-0012, Japan 

Business 

Provision of financial inclusion-type FinTech services 

Provision of MCCS and MSPF based mobility services and services 

leveraging secondary data 

Date of Establishment 25 November 2013 

Ⓡ registered trademark GMS, MCCS, MSPF are registered trademarks. 
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